The Hungarian language program at the Central Eurasian Studies Department (CEUS) gives students a great opportunity to get acquainted with a unique European language.

**Hungarian language study in CEUS**

Every academic year, we offer three levels of language teaching with small class sizes and highly qualified native-speaker teachers who love to teach Hungarian to Americans. You will learn all four skills—reading, writing, speaking, and listening—while also learning about Hungarian history and culture. You can also start your first year with an intensive summer class.

**Language learning as part of the Hungarian Studies program**

Intrigued by Hungary’s unique language and culture? Consider the Central Eurasian Studies Department’s undergraduate minor. No other university in the country has the depth of Hungarian studies that IU has. Be a part of it!

**Exchange programs with Hungary**

You can study abroad in Hungarian and earn IU credit, while experiencing life firsthand in one of Europe’s most intriguing cultures.

**Why study Hungarian?**

Hungarian language knowledge can help you successfully enter a variety of professional careers:

* International programs and area studies in the academic world
* Positions with the State Department and other government agencies
* The world of international business and finance

is the only university that offers three years of instruction in Hungarian. Why not take advantage of that unique opportunity?

Learn Hungarian with **CENTRAL EURASIAN STUDIES**
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